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Please print at 100 percent for accurate sizing. Slight scaling may still occur. Therefore, before drilling, it is 
recommended that all template dimensions be measured for accuracy. 
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Do not drill bolts 
until the lower 
base is flush to 

the deck surface.

The gunnel 
mounting plate 

should be 
inserted through 
the gunnel with 

the tube towards 
the bow.

45�degrees

2"�Hole�Saw

45�degrees

1-1/2"�Hole�Saw

Warning: Do not drill bolts untill the lower base is    
flush to the deck surface

INSTALLATION: The lower base tube is at a 45 degree angle.  
The Ellipse hole should be cut at 45 degrees to 
the gunwale or other mounting surface.
Enlarge the template ellipse with file as 
necessary to get a good fit. Use wide masking 
tape to protect mounting surface of base location
prior to marking out for ellipse and before drilling.
This helps prevent damage from drill slippage. 
Mark and drill the area with a hole saw.  Drill 
bolts only after elliptical hole is made and base 
is positioned correctly and flat to the mounting 
surface (For 1-1/8� base use a 1-1/2� hole saw 
and for 1-1/2� model use a 2" hole saw). Use a 
marine sealant between the mounting surface 
and the base. Use only high quality stainless 
steel fasteners. TACO recommends through 
bolting if possible, and the use of backing
plates on gunwale that are 3/4" or less for 
mounting surface reinforcement.

The gunwale mounting Striker bases are 
installed with the TACO logo design toward the 
stern of the boat.  The T-Top Striker bases are 
installed with the TACO logo design facing the 
bow of the boat.

MAINTENANCE: Wash with fresh water after every use.
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Template for:
1-1/2� Striker Base

Template for:
1-1/8� Striker Base
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